Subject: New SPC200 SCEIS Shopping Cart Workshop
Audience: Shopping Cart Creators

A new workshop for shopping cart creators is now available. This one day, in-person workshop builds on the concepts learned in the online courses, SPC100V Shopping Cart Process Overview, SPC110V Shopping Cart Creation and SPC130V Shopping Cart Goods Receiver.

SPC200 includes a variety of hands-on exercises based on real work scenarios. During the exercises shopping cart creators will create, edit and track shopping carts as well as create goods receipts, cancellations and return deliveries.

The following three online courses must be completed before registering.

- SPC100V Shopping Cart Process Overview online course.
- SPC110V Shopping Cart Creation online course.
- SPC130V Shopping Cart Goods Receiver online course.

Visit the SCEIS Training Schedule webpage for workshop dates.

If you have any questions about this SCEIS Training information, please email them to training.sceis@admin.sc.gov.